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My schoolwork, homework
and life outside of school are
in order. I plan long- range
assignments and have time
for having fun, too.

I am organised and
get all my homework
done, but never have
time to do things I enjoy.

Sometimes
me I write
down my assignments
gnments
and I get most
ost things
done although
hough I
procrastinate
tinate a lot.
Sometimes I study,
but it’s almost always
at the last minute.

I am totally
disorganised!
can’t
anised! I can
remember
ember my
assignments
ments and I
lose everything.

I never study and
really don’t know
how to begin.

I get all my homework done. I know how
to do a research assignment
and how to memorise
things for a test.

I have lots of interests
and am excited about
learning. I put in the
most effort when the
task is difficult.

I try very
ery hard even
when
hen things
thing are difficult.
My friends,
frien teachers and
family
fami encourage me.
Sometimes
I’m a bit lazy.
So

I’m interested
in
inter
n
learning
learnin a few things.
hings.
I have
motivated
ha to be
e mot
by
b others
ers to get my
workk done.

I don’t care what
happens to me at
school or in the rest off
my life.

I have excellent study skills.
I know how to research,
take notes and memorise
new information. I am
always prepared for tests

I set goals regularly
and have a plan for
meeting my goals. I
plan backwards for shortand long-term goals.

I have
ve short-term
shortand long-term
goals
longals
and check
regularly
ch
ularly to
see how I’m doing.

I set goa
goals forr the
week in at least
east one
subject.
su

I know I will do well in
anything I try. I look
forward to learning
from my mistakes
and I never give up.
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I don’t set any
goals. I hope I’ll be
lucky and win the
lottery one day.

I learn
earn from my
failures. My
M teachers,
parents
parent and friends have
confidence
in me.
con
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I think I have some
ome
strengths,, and I try n
not
to get discouraged
couraged when
I fail att somethi
something.
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I know I’ll just be
a failure so I don’t
even try.
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